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Abstract

A kind of heap sorting method based on array sorting was proposed. Some advantages and disadvantages of it were discussed. It was compared with the traditional method of direct application. In the method, the ordered keywords in the array are put into the heap one by one after building an empty heap. This method needs relatively less space and is fit for ordered sequence.
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1. Introduction

In the field of computer algorithm design, sorting algorithm is one of the important methods which is used to process date. Heap sort algorithm’s time complexity is relatively low [1] [2] [3] [4]. So if we can understand its thought very well and use it flexibly, we will solve many problems in our life.

In computer science, heapsort is a comparison-based sorting algorithm. Heapsort can be thought of as an improved selection sort: like that algorithm, we can quickly locate the elements of the required index by using the characteristics of the array [5] [6]. Heap is a completely two binary tree that in ordered set, satisfies the following properties of the heap that the max key value of the key elements of every node in heaps is no more bigger than it in parent node (just in terms of maximum heap terms). Therefore, the largest element of the heap is stored in the root node (the minimum heap similarly, no longer). When we realize the stack with an array of H[1…N], according to the order of top-down and from left to right in turns, we can store the elements of the heap in the array elements of H[1], H[2], ..., H[n]. In general, the left-son node element of heap element of H[i] is H[2i]; the right-son node element is H[2i + 1]; the parent node element is H[i2]; then heap properties can be expressed as: H[i2] = H[i], I = 2 ~ n.
Heapsort was invented by J. W. J. Williams in 1964 [7] [8]. This was also the birth of the heap, presented already by Williams as a useful data structure in its own right: in this algorithm, establishing the initial stack by $O(n)$ time; then continually exchanging the top element with the bottom element to reconstruction of the heap. Eventually, all the elements are in good order. In the same year, R. W. Floyd published an improved version that could sort an array in-place, continuing his earlier research into the treesort algorithm. It only needs one record size of auxiliary space to use heap sort. And each record to be sorted only takes up one storage space.

It is easy to find that there is a large amount of calculation in the process of reconstructing the heap, and the efficiency of reconstruction depends on comparing between the number of elements and moving of heap elements. The commonly used reconstruction algorithm Heapify [1] [2] makes the node elements along anyone path down. Each layer needs to be compared for 2 times, and the left and right son node elements compare for 1 time. Then the larger one does with the parent node elements for another time. This process is repeated until the parent element is no less than the son node elements (the maximum heap).

There is an example of depth $h$: Numbers of keywords comparison are at least $2^{(h-1)}$ times in the selection sort algorithm. When building the heap which has $n$ elements and $h$ depth, the numbers should be less $4n$ for Formula (1). The depth of a complete two fork tree is $\left\lfloor \log_2 n \right\rfloor + 1$. In the process of the heap rebuilt, the Heapad just is invoked $n - 1$ times. The total numbers of comparison should be no more than

$$t(n) = \sum_{i=2}^{n} \left\lfloor \log_2 i \right\rfloor$$
$$= 2 \times \left[ 1 \times 2 + 2 \times 2^2 + 3 \times 2^3 + \cdots + (h-1) \times 2^{h-1} + h \times (n - 2^h) \right]$$
$$= 2nh - 2^{h+2} + 4$$

Therefore, the worst case is that we should do $2n\log n + O(n)$ comparison and $n\log n O(n)$ times elements moving.

About the study of the heap sort, there are now many studies analyzing that and putting forward the optimization plan of it based on different views for the heap sort, such as some reference papers like Mr. Wu Shangzhi who published the “heap sorting algorithm improvement and complexity analysis on the heap” in 2002 at the Journal of Northwest Normal University (Natural Science Edition). It improves the traditional sorting algorithm and reduces the complexity of the algorithm.

2. Reference Knowledge

1) Heap: it can be defined as a two binary tree where each node has one key. There are some requirements:

a) The shape of a tree: every layer of the tree is full except the rightmost element on the last floor.
b) Parent advantage (heap’s characteristic): the key of each node isn’t less (more than in minimum heap) than its child’s key (for any leaf node, we think this condition is automatically satisfied).

2) The large and small root heap: the key of root node (also known as the top of the stack) in which heap is the largest of all node keyword and this heap called root pile or maximum heap. Similarly, the minimum keyword root node in which heap is called the small heap or the minimum heap. For example in Figure 1.

a) Large root heap sequences: (96, 83, 27, 38, 11, 09)
b) Small heap sequence: (12, 36, 24, 85, 47, 30, 53, 91)

Be careful:
1) Any sub tree in a heap is also a heap.
2) The heap discussed above is actually a two fork heap (Binary Heap). The K fork heap can be defined like that. But it is not studied in this paper.

3) Heap sort is a tree selection sort algorithm. There are some characteristics: in the sorting process, the H[1⋯N] is regarded as a sequential storage structure with a totally two fork tree. We can choose record of the maximum (or minimum) keyword in the current unsorted state by the relationship between the parent node and child node in two binary tree algorithm (according to the sequence storage structure of the two fork tree). Large root heap (or small root heap) records maximum (or minimum) key, so the heapsort can get the maximum (or minimum) keyword in the unsorted state currently. This process is simpler.

3. A Method of Classical Heap Construction-Bottom-Up Construction Reactor

In the initialization of a completely two forks tree which contains several nodes, the key is placed in the given order, and then heap the tree. The process is as follows: from the last parent node to the root node, checking the key whether meet the requirements. If it doesn’t meet the heap’s characteristic, we should exchange the position of the biggest key of its child nodes and the key value of the node. We repeat the same process for remaining element until to meet the

![Figure 1. Tree map of a example.](image-url)
requirements. For the subtree rooted at the current parents node, the algorithm operate trend node of the node with the operation after complete the heaping. After complete the operation of the tree node, the algorithm will be ended.

Description of Bottom-up build heap algorithm:
method HeapBottomUp(H[1..n])
//Construct a heap from a known array by a bottom-up algorithm
//Input: a known arrayH[1..n]
//Output: a heapH[1..n]
for i←n/2 downto 1 do
k←i;v←H[k]
heap←false
while not heap and 2*k≤n do
j←2*k
if j<n //There are two children
if H[j]<H[j+1]j←j+1
if v≥H[j]
heap←true
else H[k]←H[j];k←j
H[k]←v

4. Array Build Heap
In the first step, the heap is built according to the given order in the classical stack construction method. In the second step, the parents and children nodes are exchanged until to meet the heap’s characteristic. Therefore there is some thought. Firstly, we can build the empty heap. Secondly, these key values which given by an array of known sequence stored in the array from large to small (or large) are arranged in the array. Thirdly, we insert the sorted sequence into a heap directly one by one. So you don’t have to adjust the key node in the heap.

The specific procession is that: first, constructing an empty two binary tree. Second, all the key value of nodes that removed are stored in an array. Then, these key are ranked with quick sorting according to the order from large to small (maximum heap). Besides, the one at the head is the parent node and the one at the back is the child node. Next, the values are sorted in turn into two binary tree according to the order of the top-down.

Description of array build heap algorithm:
method sort Byarray(H[1..n])
//A heap is constructed by array sorting
//Input: a known arrayH[1..n]
//Output: a heapH[1..n]
for i←n-1 downto 1 do
max←i
for j←n downto i+2 do
if H[j]>H[max] max←j
swap H[i] and H[max]
for i←1 downto n do
heap←H[i]

5. Algorithm Comparison between Classical Heap Construction Method and Array Heap Build Method

1) Time complexity:
Classical algorithm:
Time needed to build a heap: O(n)
The time needed to take the top element and adjustment: O(nlog(2^n))
Several elements need to repeat this action several times, and the time each action required is related to height. However, height can be considered invariable by rough calculations, so that the time complexity is: nlog(2^n).
Worst case: Mean complexity
Best case: O(1)
Array algorithm:
In an ideal situation, every time the array to be sorted will be divided into two parts as long as each other, and it needs log(2,n) times division. In the worst case that an array has ordered or roughly ordered, only one element of each partitioning can be divided every time. The lower bound of time complexity is O(nlog(2,n)) and the worst case is O(n^2). In actually, the average value of time complexity is O(nlog(2,n)).
2) Space complexity:
Classical algorithm: O(1)
Array algorithm:
Best case: O(log(2,n))
Worst case: O(n)
3) Stability:
The stability of two methods is caused by the disagreement of its relationship between father and son nodes with its subscript rules. But the stability can be promised if exchanging their conditions which are comprised. Besides, the two elements which have the same keyword may be belong to different parent nodes, so stability is not confirmed.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a heap sorting algorithm based on array and finishes the comparison with the traditional method of direct application. In the larger array sequence, the heap sorting algorithm is applied directly. Its time complexity is as same as quick sort and merging sort. It can run with less storage space, so it's fit for ordered sequence sorting. The application of principle reflected that the algorithm is especially suitable for the realization of priority queue.
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